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Euchre and Ingenuity of Catlin's Expedition, p. 367. ' "The northern tribes we had hitherto met, were not civilized... We first
met with the North Americans in the year 1789, in a land of wonders described in volumes. Almost exactly 1,000 years earlier,
in the year 1420, a man went to a land of wonders. This man was Odin, king of the Scandinavian people. He had been told of a
country which lay to the north of his own land. It was an old prophecy of the Finnish and Icelandic people, that the land was to

be discovered, that it was to be known as Norway, that it was to be walked on by Scandinavian people, and that Odin was to
have the glory of discovering it. Accordingly, in the year 1420, he set sail for Greenland. He was King of the Scandinavian

people, and he had many ships, and he sailed with the greatest care. The ships were many in number, and all well-arranged. The
men were young and goodly to look upon, and the young women were beautiful. The food was plentiful, the provisions were

plentiful. And he set sail in a land of wonders, and he had a fair voyage. But when he came to the land and saw its wonders, he
was disappointed and ill at ease. He had expected a wonderful land, a land of wonders, a land of mystery. But it was a strange

land, and he was there only for one night, and he went back to his own land again. This was King Olaf, the First, or the First of
the Norwegian Kings. But in the land of wonder he had seen men and women who were so strong and so brave, and who were so
cheerful in their love for each other, that he had been disappointed and ill at ease. He had therefore returned to his own land, his

own people." Unable to ignore the Norwegians' cheerful humor and love of music and strong Christianity, and unable to deny
the truth of what
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Car GPS navigation system, audio systems, video systems and navigation product manufacturers. For professionals. Company
Address: Russia Moscow Phone: +7 (495) 665-73-78 Fax: +7 (499) 613-99-23 E-mail: info@avtogps.ru Website:
www.avtogps.ru Description: The AVTOGPS company is the exclusive distributor of the Navitel Navigator GPS navigation
system in Russia and the CIS countries. AVTOGPS was founded in 2009 in Moscow. The beginning of the company's work is
the sale of ready-made sets of navigation equipment and accessories for it. fffad4f19a
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